
Station log, stardate 65973.9: 

Captain Cathryn Elizabeth Pearson, recording; 

Both the starships Dauntless and Bellerophon have departed the station, having 

completed their annual crew rotations and consumables re-supply early.  As a result, 

what is normally considered a hectic time aboard Starbase 719 – especially its proximity 

to the annual recognition of the anniversary of this starbase’s commissioning – will be 

very quiet this time around.  At least, that was what we believed until this morning. 

Rear Admiral Raiajh has just been informed the starbase will be receiving an inspection 

visit from some high-ranking admiral who is making a tour of the sector.  I was hoping to 

spend a quiet holiday with Konstantin and the girls, but now I need to prepare for this 

inspection. 

Pearson, out. 

 

 Starbase Ops was a hive of activity.  Nearly ever console was manned as various areas of the starbase were 

coordinated, making sure everything was cleaned, repaired, and in relatively good shape in anticipation of the 

surprise inspection.  At the security console, Commander Michelle Petersen – the starbase’s chief of security – 

coordinated with her Marine contingent commander counterpart – Colonel Sean McIntyre – to make sure the honor 

guard designated for the admiral’s arrival would be properly dressed, boots spit-shined and ceremonial weapons 

polished.  Nearby, Lt Commander B’Elanna Torres – the chief of operations – made sure all sections of the starbase 

were in nominal condition, lighting at normal levels, gravity and life support fully functional. 

 “How long has it been since you’ve had a real break, B’Elanna?” Petersen asked the half-Klingon woman 

when she noticed Torres yawn. 

 “I actually got to spend a day with Tom and Miral in the botanical garden before the Belle departed a 

couple of days ago,” Torres replied as she performed a systems check for several of the station’s fusion reactors on 

her console.  “I’ll be alright.  I just had a late night last night.  Miral was having problems with her homework, and it 

went late into the night.  How about you?  Did you get a chance to spend some time with Fleet Captain Koester 

while he was here?” 

 “Not as much as we’d like, as always.  His shore leave always winds up being my busy time coordinating 

station security with all the extra personnel aboard.  But he took me to dinner in a holodeck simulation of his 

favorite restaurant in Italy on Earth.  The food just kept coming all night…” 

 Petersen was interrupted by the appearance of Captain Pearson as she descended from upper level on one of 

the platform lifts. 

 “Have either of you seen Admiral Raiajh?” she asked. 

 “The admiral is having a planning meeting with Commander Harkonnen in the wardroom,” Torres replied.  

“I think they’re trying to cover their bases by coordinating with the Besiege and Vengeance, in case this visiting 

admiral wants to see Panmunjom or some of the other areas near the Kairn border and Morain space.” 

 Pearson let out a huff of breath in frustration before turning around and taking the lift back up to Ops Upper 

Level.  She walked partways around the semicircular deck, pressing the door chime at the first wardroom door. 

 “Come,” a female voice called out from inside just before the doors swished open.  Pearson walked in to 

find Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh – the Typhon Sector coordinator – and her own husband, strategic operations 

officer for the sector Commander Konstantin Harkonnen, sitting at the far end of the long conference table facing 

toward the monitor screen on the far wall, which displayed the face of Captain William McLeod – commanding 

officer of the Leviathan-class starship USS Besiege. 

 “We still have no idea what the visiting admiral wants to see or where he may want to go, Kipten,” 

Harkonnen was saying to McLeod.  “Just in case, Val’ri and I thought it might be a good idea for the Besiege to 

remain close to the base during his visit, in case he decides he wants to make a tour of the frontier as well.” 



 “I hate playing tour guide, Val,” McLeod complained to Raiajh.  “Can’t one of the other Fifth Fleet ships 

do this?” 

 “None of the other ships are close enough or available,” Raiajh replied sympathetically.  “Dauntless and 

Bellerophon are both en route to explore sectors 50111 and 50109 respectively.  Sarek is in Sector 50106, Triton is 

currently operating in joint maneuvers with the Morain fleet, and the Vengeance is on special assignment for the 

High Council.” 

 “I notice you left out the Pariah and Corsair,” McLeod said with skepticism in his voice. 

 “I’m not going to send a Starfleet flag officer on an inspection tour aboard a former Orion smuggling ship,” 

Raiajh said, sounding aghast at the very idea. 

 “And the Corsair is currently undergoing a drydock maintenance period,” Pearson said, adding her own 

excuse to the mix.  “She won’t be back out of spacedock for at least four more weeks.”  Pearson then looked at 

Raiajh and added, “Which is what brings me here, Val.  When are we expecting this admiral to arrive?  And who is 

he anyway?” 

 “Who he is I can’t say,” Raiajh replied to her executive officer.  “For some reason, probably security 

concerns, Starfleet Command is making this visit a big secret.  As for when…?  He and his staff arrive tomorrow 

evening and will be aboard the station at least a week.” 

 “That soon?!” Pearson exclaimed in shock.  “I need to make sure all the Romulan Ale in the Lodge is 

locked away and that the IMV Wildcat is moved to a discrete location in spacedock before he arrives!” 

 “I have faith you will get it done, Kitty Cat,” Harkonnen remarked with a smirk. 

 “I’ll get it done sooner with some help… Commander,” Pearson said pointedly before adding, “With your 

permission, Val, I would like to… borrow your strategic operations officer for the day?” 

 “He’s all yours, Cathryn, in every sense of the word,” Raiajh replied before returning her attention to the 

captain on the monitor screen.  “Now, Bill, I can’t promise we’re going to need you, but if you can keep the Besiege 

within… oh, say… ten light years of the station for the next four days?” 

 “I suppose I could do that,” McLeod replied.  “I also supposed I could run some drills to keep the crew 

occupied for a few days.” 

 As Raiajh finished her conversation, Pearson led her husband around to her own office, where Harkonnen 

made tea in the samovar he had given his wife before the two compiled a checklist of items aboard the station that 

would have to be carefully hidden before the VIP arrived the next day. 

 

* * * * 

 

 At 1800 hours the next evening, the starbase command staff and an honor guard made up of Starfleet 

security and Starfleet Marines – all dressed in spotless bone-white or navy blue dress uniforms – gathered in the 

embarkation area in the hub of the starbase’s spacedock.  They could see through the large windows when the 

spacedoors parted a few minutes later and, slowly, an Akira-class starship entered the dock and maneuvered into the 

mooring slip.  Invisible tractor beams locked onto the Starfleet vessel, mooring it in place so that the starboard side 

airlock would line up with the gangway that extended to mate with it.  Nearly a minute later, the airlock hissed open. 

 Throughout the starbase, the sound of four bells was heard, followed by the announcement, “Vice Admiral, 

Starfleet, United Federation of Planets, arriving.”  This was followed by a bosun playing an electronic pipe at the 

inner door of the gangway.  As the bosun sounded the third note, the entire gathering of officers snapped to 

attention.  A moment later a second honor guard of six security officers carrying polished white ceremonial phaser 

rifles emerged from the gangway and lined up across from their starbase counterparts.  Following behind them the 

visiting Vice Admiral, the arm of a petite woman with short, dark hair holding his elbow, emerged.  He stopped in 

front of Rear Admiral Raiajh, who nearly fainted from shock as she realized she recognized the smiling, mustached 

face. 

 “Hello, Val’ri.  It’s good to see you again,” the Vice Admiral said. 

 “Kalin?!?” Raiajh managed to choke out.  “Kalin Kale?!?” 
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 “And this, of course, is Ops,” said Val’ri Raiajh as the three turbolift doors opened and she, her husband 

Dr. Sylvan Xaran, Captain Pearson, Commander Harkonnen, Raiajh’s flag aide Lt Commander Marie Quintero, 

Commander Petersen, Lt Commander Torres, Vice Admiral Kalin Kale, his wife Commander Kathleen ‘Kitty’ 

Hawk, and the Vice Admiral’s flag aide Lt Commander Galen duLac emerged.  Following greetings and 

introductions in the embarkation area, Raiajh had guided her friend and former commanding officer on a brief tour 

of the highlights of the starbase; including the main infirmary complex where Xaran joined the group, the immense 

botanical garden, spacedock control, and now finally Ops.  “As I’m sure you know; this is the brain of the entire 

starbase.  All systems have backup controls here, and we can even isolate sections of the station and control them 

entirely from those large consoles you see on each side.” 

 “It’s very similar to my last posting at Outpost Sierra 1, except of course our operations center was about a 

fifth this size,” Kale remarked. 

 “What’s upstairs?” Commander Hawk asked, pointing at the large main viewscreen that dominated the 

upper level. 

 “Behind the viewscreen is a machinery space,” Pearson explained, intrigued by her former shipmate’s wife.  

“Transporter equipment, life support backup strictly for Ops, library computer banks.  Then, moving around the 

perimeter, Val and Marie’s office, Konstantin’s office, a briefing room, the wardroom, a lounge area, offices for the 

security and operations chiefs, a spare office for visitors, and finally my office.” 

 “I have to admit, I’m surprised, Cathryn,” Kale said to Pearson.  “I figured Val’ri would one day hold a 

position of some importance.  In fact, it surprised the hell out of me when she resigned from Starfleet right after we 

emerged in this century.  But you…?”  Kale smiled, trying to let Pearson know he was not trying to imply any kind 

of insult.  “Truthfully, of all the Arcturus crew, you were the one I would have said was most likely to resign.  You 

never seemed to have your head in the game, as it were.  But here you are, proving me wrong.” 

 “A large part of that is thanks to Val,” Pearson said as she led the group up the port side stairs and into her 

office, where a table with refreshments had been set up.  “In fact, if not for her, it’s likely I would not be here at all.” 

 “I always suspected Cathryn was misclassified when she was assigned as a quartermaster aboard the 

original Arcturus,” Raiajh remarked.  “And she was practically invisible aboard the Sarek for those two years you 

were in command.  She really started to bloom when she transferred to security and tactical aboard the Besiege.”  

The praise made Pearson start to blush, a look Harkonnen found nearly irresistible.  “I’m not so sure she would have 

accomplished as much had the ship been commanded by a different captain.”  Raiajh took some cookies and a cup 

of tea from the refreshment table before looking back at Kale and asking, “So what is it you’d really like to see 

while you’re out here, Kalin?” 

 “Truthfully, Val’ri,” Kale said, taking a seat with his wife on Pearson’s couch.  “Kitty and I just finished an 

incredibly difficult tour in command of the Sierra Outposts.  The Hobus incident and the influx of Romulan refugees 

it caused were draining.  It’s been over a year and a half and the Neutral Zone still has not settled down, and the 

actions of those so-called warlords over there are only making matters worse… the quadrant is even more unstable, 

if that’s possible.”  Kale sipped the cup of Earl Grey tea that Harkonnen handed him before saying, “If you don’t 

mind, I would really like to consider my visit to your starbase a vacation?  Kitty and I need to relax a little, unwind 

before I consider my next step in Starfleet, if there is a next step.” 

 “I understand completely,” Raiajh replied, looking at her own husband.  “Sylvan and I have been 

discussing retirement as well.  And while 719 may not be right up against the Neutral Zone like you were, the 



destruction of Romulus had repercussions for us out here just the same.  Several ships full of refugees have passed 

through the station, and the IMV Pariah has spent a lot of time delivering relief supplies to Romulan refugee camps 

the Federation has set up in several sectors.  Plus, I’m not sure if you have heard, but we have both a Klingon 

warship and, since the Hobus supernova, a Romulan Warbird as part of our fleet out here.” 

 “I knew about the Proud Vengeance,” Kale replied.  “But I had no idea you had a Romulan ship out here 

too.  How is that working out?” 

 “There are times I think I’m going to witness the crews of both ships come to blows, but so far it has been 

working,” Raiajh replied.  “Of course, my starbase is your starbase.  Feel free to make use of any of the facilities 

you like.  I’ll even have Marie set up a temporary office for you in the spare office next door while you’re here.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Over the course of the next several days, Kale and his wife settled in aboard Starbase 719.  At first they 

spent the majority of their time relaxing, spending the day shift in the Botanical Garden, recreation area or 

holodecks, and the night shift with Raiajh and Pearson, catching up on the last fifteen years and meeting some of the 

more prominent residents and crew of the station, including the crew of the IMV Pariah and – briefly – the UFNS 

Vedrex, with whom the admiral discussed the ongoing situation in Romulan space. 

 After the first couple of days, Raiajh noticed Kale was spending several hours at a time in the office 

Quintero had assembled for him next door to Pearson. 

 On the evening of his third full day aboard the station, Kale was sitting on the couch in front of the large 

window in Rear Admiral Raiajh’s office.  Raiajh was just finishing up her paperwork for the day, and the two were 

discussing other past members of the Arcturus crew. 

 “I have to admit, I was extremely surprised when I read the report that Monster was not only still alive but 

had been rescued from a Dominion prison camp and assigned to the Dauntless,” Kale was saying. 

 “You weren’t the only one surprised,” Raiajh admitted.  “The first time I bumped into him in the Rec Area 

just before the station’s commissioning, I thought I was seeing a ghost.  But there he was; sickly-yellowish 

complexion, semi-pointed ears and all.  And then to find out he has a daughter now!” 

 Kale nodded in agreement, then said, “Speaking of ghosts; I assume you’ve heard about Admiral Johnson?” 

 “Yes.  I couldn’t make it to his memorial service due to the distance involved.  It is sad when someone, 

especially someone so comparatively young, passes away so suddenly like that.  I guess heart problems were one of 

the reasons he left Starfleet so unexpectedly several years ago?”  Raiajh finished what she was doing on the 

computer, then activated her intercom.  “Marie, I’m done for the day.  If anyone needs me for some emergency, I’ll 

be having dinner with Admiral Kale and his wife at Liberty Pointe.”   

 “Yes, Admiral,” the voice of Marie Quintero replied. 

 “Speaking of your wife,” Raiajh said, turning her attention back to Kale.  “Where is Kitty?” 

 “She asked Cathryn for a more extensive tour of the station’s medical facilities,” Kale replied.  “And she 

wanted to meet Dr. Wyatt, your station’s counselor.” 

 “Professional courtesy?” 

 “Something like that.  I think she was very impressed with your facilities when we made the brief tour the 

night we arrived.  She had tolerated but never was pleased with the inadequate equipment we had to deal with at 

Outpost Sierra 1.  I kept telling her, what do you expect from a facility that was first built right after the Earth-

Romulan War two hundred years ago?” 

 “It’s only been three years since 719 officially went on-line,” Raiajh remarked with a sense of pride.  “Our 

infirmaries must seem futuristic by comparison.” 

 “To tell you the truth, Val’ri,” Kale said as both he and Raiajh got up and headed out of the office.  “I think 

Kitty is falling in love with this place.  And I can’t say as I blame her.” 

 “Neither can I,” Raiajh remarked with a glance around Ops as the two headed for the turbolifts on the lower 

level. 

 



* * * * 

 

 An hour later, Raiajh and her husband Sylvan Xaran were hosting a special dinner in Liberty Pointe, one of 

the starbase’s most popular restaurants where, unless you had connections, it often took two or three months to get a 

table reservation.  Being Sector Coordinator and Starbase Commander sometimes had its privileges. 

 Joining Raiajh and Xaran were, of course, the guests of honor; Vice Admiral Kalin Kale and his wife, 

Counselor Kathleen Hawk.  Also in attendance was Cathryn Pearson and her husband Konstantin Harkonnen and the 

Master and Commander of the IMV Pariah, Commander Johannes Spaak and his First wife – Raiajh’s ‘sister’ – 

Lady Val’ri Spaak.  All the various children had been left in the care of several sitters, and it was a true ‘couples 

night out.’ 

 “It’s really too bad all the fleet’s starships are on mission,” Kale remarked as he finished his main course.  

“I would have liked to see Monster again.  And Penji.  And Carrie Karendanz… What’s her married name now?” 

 “K’danz,” Pearson offered. 

 “Yeah, that’s it.  I knew she was physically active when she was one of my junior security officers, but I 

never figured she would eventually marry a Klingon.” 

 “Dar’s only half-Klingon, like my own Chief of Operations,” Raiajh explained.  “And even then, he’s not 

typical for a Klingon.  More cerebral, less physical in my opinion.” 

 “And then there’s Kethry and the Sarek,” Kale continued.  “I haven’t seen my old ship since they finished 

the latest overhaul.  How does she look now?” 

 “A lot better than when it was a battleship,” Pearson opined.  “I can understand Starfleet’s desire for a more 

powerful, heavily armed vessel in time of war, but they could have made a better choice than to convert the Sarek!  I 

don’t blame the Vulcans for complaining for seven straight years!” 

 “I’m sure it was simply a case of being in the wrong place at the wrong time,” Lady Val offered.  “Starfleet 

was starting to lose the war, and the Sarek happened to be put into drydock right when the decision was made to 

upgrade a class-1 starship into a true battleship to fight the Dominion.” 

 “Speaking of being in the wrong place at the wrong time, I’m still not entirely clear on how you came to 

be,” Kale said to Lady Val.  “Let me see if I have this straight…  You’re a mirror duplicate of the Val’ri Raiajh I 

knew and served with aboard the Sarek seventeen years ago?” 

 “Technically speaking, I am the Val’ri Raiajh you served with seventeen years ago, aboard the Sarek, the 

Arcturus, and the Arcturus-A,” Lady Val replied.  Kale seemed about to object when she explained further, “Our 

lives were identical until the Qualen attack on the Sarek in late-2371.  From what we have been able to deduce by 

comparing our personal histories, it was shortly after that point when the quantum realities split.  In my universe, 

Sylvan died from his injuries.  I returned to active duty in Starfleet, and was serving in San Francisco when the 

Breen attack on Earth occurred during the latter months of the Dominion War.  I was captured by the Breen and sold 

to the Orions as a slave.  That was when Hans found me and ‘bought’ me.” 

 “At the same time, in our reality,” Raiajh explained, “Sylvan survived the Qualen attack.  I still returned to 

active duty, but because I was at home with my daughter Katrina at the time because she was sick, I wasn’t at 

Starfleet Headquarters when the Breen attacked and as a result, I remained on Earth for the remainder of the war.” 

 Kale turned to Raiajh’s husband with an amused smile and said, “So, Sylvan, how does it feel to be the 

focal nexus of two entire universes?” 

 “It doesn’t get me out of having to stand the watch in Ops from time to time,” Xaran replied half-jokingly. 

 As everyone laughed, Kale’s expression turned thoughtful.  “I wonder how different my life is in the reality 

you and Hans came from?” he said.  Spaak and Lady Val exchanged looks, but said nothing, their smiles merely 

slipping away. 

 “And who is ready for dessert?” the waiter said as a bus-boy started clearing dirty plates from the table, 

interrupting the conversation. 

 “Oh, I really shouldn’t,” Kitty Hawk protested half-heartedly.  “But, I am on vacation.” 

 “That’s the spirit!” Harkonnen encouraged.  “Can I recommend the crème Brule?  It’s excellent here.” 

 “Please bring us a pot of coffee too,” Xaran requested. 



 “Tea, Earl Grey, hot,” amended Kale, prompting more laughs from everyone. 

 

* * * * 

 

 A couple of hours later, dinner ended, the Spaaks and Harkonnens returned to their respective abodes to 

relieve their child care providers of their burdens.  However, with the younger Xaran children spending the night 

with relatives, Raiajh and her husband invited Kale and his wife to join them in their quarters for a night cap. 

 “This is a wonderful place you have here, Val’ri,” Kale said as he strolled around the quarters, looking at 

the collections of awards and items collected by the family over the course of their careers in Starfleet. 

 “We find it quite comfortable here,” Raiajh replied as Xaran passed around small snifters of brandy.  “In 

fact, Sylvan and I believe, as much as we are looking forward to retirement, that it will be quite hard to leave this 

base when the time comes.” 

 “Well, I hope to help make that transition as easy as possible,” Kale said, first raising his glass toward the 

Xarans before taking a drink.  Raiajh glanced at her husband, puzzled by Kale’s remark. 

 “What do you mean?  That you hope to make our transition easier?” 

 Kale exchanged a smile with his own wife before saying, “Both Kitty and I have really grown attached to 

this station in just the short time we’ve been here.  We discussed it earlier, after she had spoken with Counselor 

Wyatt, and made a decision.  I’m going to request this station as my next assignment.” 

 “I’m still not sure I understand…?” Raiajh said, a growing sense of subtle panic forming in the pit of her 

stomach. 

 “I mean I’m going to request to be the next station commander and sector coordinator, and Kitty will be the 

new Station Counselor,” Kale explained. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The next morning, the turbolift doors opened in Ops and Rear Admiral Raiajh stepped out, catching the last 

moments of a conversation between Commander Petersen and Lt Commander Torres. 

 “The visiting Vice Admiral and his wife seem nice,” Torres said. 

 “Nice, yes,” Petersen affirmed.  “But there’s something about him… something very… familiar…” 

 “What do you mean?” 

 “Well…,” Petersen said, trying to figure out the proper words.  “With the exception of his mustache… 

which I cannot stand, by the way… he looks really familiar to me.” 

 “Have you served with him somewhere before?” Torres asked. 

 “No, but he still looks awfully familiar and I can’t put my finger on where I know him from.” 

 Raiajh ignored the conversation, instead boarding one of the platform lifts and taking it up to the upper 

level, quickly walking to Captain Pearson’s office.  She pressed the chime, then poked her head inside as the doors 

started opening. 

 “You have a few minutes, Cathryn?” 

 “Of course, Val,” Pearson replied, putting down the padd she had been reviewing.  “Overhaul supervisor is 

reporting the work on the Corsair is ahead of schedule.  He thinks we might be able to give her a good shakedown a 

week ahead of the planned date.” 

 “Cathryn, we have a problem,” Raiajh said, sitting down across from Pearson. 

 “What kind of a problem?”  Pearson suddenly had a sense that whatever was bothering Raiajh, it had little 

to do with the USS Corsair. 

 “Kalin seems to think Sylvan and I are planning to retire from Starfleet and leave the station sometime very 

soon.” 

 “But he’s wrong, right?  You weren’t planning on retiring for a few more years.” 

 “Apparently he’s got it in his head that he’s going to ask for command of the station as his next 

assignment.” 



 “Just tell him you aren’t planning to step down just yet.” 

 “I don’t think you’re seeing the problem here, Cathryn.” 

 “Apparently not.” 

 “He’s a Vice Admiral.” 

 “Yeah.  And you’re a Rear Admiral.  Not too much of a difference.” 

 “It may only be a single grade apart in rank, but in terms of power and prestige, they are worlds apart,” 

Raiajh explained.  “Not being a flag officer yourself, I don’t expect you to fully understand this, but a Vice Admiral 

can make almost anything he wants happen in Starfleet.  Kalin is already talking about replacing Wyatt with his wife 

as Station Counselor.  If he chooses to he could replace 90% of the station staff!  And there’s very little chance 

Starfleet Command would turn him down if he requests command of the station.” 

 “If Vice Admirals are so powerful, can’t you just talk to Admiral Fil?  I’m sure he would stand up for you.” 

 “It’s more than just me, Cathryn.  I was planning on having you take command of the station when I was 

ready to leave.  It’s what I’ve been grooming you toward for the last several years.  And I’m not sure Penji has the 

influence with Starfleet that Kalin does at this moment in time.  After all, he spent several years in exile on a 

primitive world.  When he was rescued, Starfleet couldn’t figure out what to do with him so they stuck him on  the 

Dauntless as an ambassador-at-large.  The only reason he’s Commander-Fifth Fleet today is because Fleet Captain 

Koester refused the promotion!” 

 “I’m beginning to see your point,” Pearson conceded. “What about Vice Admiral T’Lannia?  She holds 

considerable influence with Starfleet Command.” 

 “You know that she’ll ask for… more like demand Marie in return for helping me, and I don’t want to lose 

my flag aide.  It would also mean that the Pariah would be spending more time at Earth than here, which in turn 

would cause Ashari to either request reassignment or leave Starfleet so she could be with her own husband.” 

“Sorry.  I keep forgetting how T’Lannia keeps trying to steal Marie away from you; especially because of 

her connection to the Pariah.  What do we do?” 

 “I’m not sure.  I think I need to speak to someone about this and get their opinion.” 

 “Who?” 

 “Someone who knows Kalin at least as well as I do,” Raiajh replied. 

 A short time later, Raiajh was at the airlock door leading to the IMV Pariah.  She pressed the intercom next 

to the airlock and said, “Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, requesting permission to come aboard and speak with Lady 

Val?” 

 “Rear Admiral Raiajh?  Aren’t we being quite formal today?” replied the voice of Topuc, the Pariah’s 

emotional Vulcan first mate.  “By all means, Val, please come aboard.”  A second later, the airlock door slid open 

and Raiajh stepped across the gangway and into the former Orion space navy ship. 

 Knowing the Pariah like it was her second home – which in many ways it was – Raiajh made her way to 

the quarters shared by Hans Spaak and his wives.  The doors to the quarters were swishing open before she had even 

arrived there and Lady Val stood waiting just inside. 

 “I could sense your urgency and confusion before you even boarded the Pariah,” Val remarked, inviting 

her guest inside.  Raiajh could hear the Spaak children playing in the next room as Val handed her a cup of soothing 

tea and invited her to sit.  “Now what is going on that has you so flustered?” 

 “I think I’m on the verge of losing command of the station,” Raiajh explained. 

 “Have you done something wrong?” Val asked with concern.  “It has nothing to do with the Pariah 

operating out of your starbase, does it?” 

 “No, though if what I fear does come to pass, you may not be as welcome here as you currently are.  Kalin 

is more of a stickler for Starfleet protocol than I ever was.  Probably has something to do with his mother having 

been a commanding officer when he was young.” 

 “Kalin?  Why, what is he doing?” 

 “Before the week is out, he’s planning on requesting command of the base and the sector as his next 

Starfleet assignment,” Raiajh explained.  “If approved, it would mean I would be transferred, Sylvan would most 



likely be transferred.  Cathryn would probably be transferred.  And who knows who else among the command 

staff?” 

 “Well, if Cathryn is transferred, surely Konstantin would go with her?” Val asked. 

 “That’s just it.  Konstantin is sector staff.  His job as strategic operations officer is pretty well tied to him 

remaining in the Typhon Sector.  Ironically, his is probably the most stable of assignments, which means even if 

Cathryn were transferred, Konstantin would remain here.” 

 “That is unacceptable,” Val said firmly. 

 “Than what can we do?” 

 “I will talk with Kalin,” Val replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Kalin Kale sat near the pool in the immense Botanical Garden section of the base, smiling as he watched 

some of the base residents splashing around in the water.  The simulated sky projected a sunny, almost cloudless 

afternoon, and the dome-like structure was a comfortable 26 degrees Celsius, the perfect simulated summer day. 

 Kale looked up when a sudden shadow crossed over him, seeing what looked like Val’ri Raiajh standing in 

front of him wearing clothing much more scant than he could remember ever seeing Raiajh wear in the six years 

they served aboard three separate starships together, her arms, legs and torso completely exposed by what could be 

considered a harem girl’s outfit. 

 “Lady Val, I presume?” he asked, standing up to greet her. 

 “You presume correctly, Vice Admiral.  Thank you for agreeing to meet with me.” 

 “Why wouldn’t I?  If what you explained the other night is true, you and I are old friends,” Kale remarked.  

“So call me Kalin.” 

 “Very well, Kalin.  I understand you have grown quite fond of this starbase during your short time here?” 

 “Yes.  Both Kitty and I love it out here, way out on the frontier.  I could see myself occasionally riding one 

of the fleet starships, taking part in an occasional mission of exploration or making first contact with a new race.” 

 “Quite understandable.  I have had the same sense of wonder being here since I first arrived.  It is one of 

the reasons I decided to stay here with Hans instead of us returning to our own quantum reality after spending 

months trying to find a way to break through to this universe to retrieve him.”  The two started walking along the 

path that almost circumnavigated the Botanical Garden.  “But have you considered the feelings of others while 

making your plans for the future?” 

 “I’ve consulted quite often with Kitty, and she agrees with me…,” Kale started to say. 

 “I was not referring to your wife, Kalin.” 

 “Then, who…?” 

 “This starbase already has a commanding officer.” 

 “One who keeps talking about looking forward to retiring with her husband.” 

 “That may be true, though not as often as you make it sound.  And not for several more years.” 

 “Are you sure?  The way Val’ri was talking after dinner, she made it sound like she wants to be out of here 

by the end of the month.” 

 “Take one look at me and then ask yourself if you think I do not know what goes on inside the head of 

Val’ri Raiajh,” Val said, stopping and gesturing to herself. 

 “Well, you certainly have a different sense of style than Val’ri, but I concede your point.” 

 “You would also be responsible for breaking up a happy family.” 

 “And how do you figure that?” Kale asked. 

 “It took Cathryn and Konstantin more than a decade to finally get together like those of us around them 

knew they eventually would. If you were to assume command of the station, I’m sure you would appoint your own 

executive officer, as is traditional.  That would mean Cathryn would have to transfer off the base.”   

 “And that breaks up her happy family how?” 



 “Because Konstantin would likely not be authorized a transfer.  He’s not the most popular officer in 

Starfleet to begin with.  I’m sure there are a number of people at Starfleet Command who would be more than happy 

to throw another monkey wrench into his life right now.” 

 “Well, who says I can’t keep Cathryn as my Number One?” 

 “It would not be fair,” Val said as the two resumed walking.  “Val’ri has spent the last several years 

teaching Cathryn and preparing her to eventually become commander of this station.  It was planned this would 

happen when Val’ri finally retired and left the station.  But with you in command of the station, there is no guarantee 

Cathryn would ever be promoted to the position she deserves.” 

 Kale sighed, now feeling selfish in his assumptions. 

 “Why are you telling me all of this?  Why didn’t Val’ri tell me herself?” 

 “I felt it would be better coming from someone outside the chain of command,” Val explained.  “That way 

you could not claim any conflict of interest.” 

 “I see your point.  Thank you, Val.  You’ve given me quite a bit to think about.” 

 “I know you will make the right decision, whatever it will be.  Now, I must be getting back to the Pariah,” 

Val said before excusing herself.  She watched Kale continue to walk for a distance – apparently deep in thought – 

before heading toward the hub of the station, which rose through the middle of the botanical section like a tall 

building that literally pierced the sky.  She stepped inside the hub, where an identical-looking woman wearing a near 

identical outfit stood waiting. 

 “Did it work?” the woman who had been waiting inside the hub asked. 

 “I believe it did,” replied Val’ri Raiajh.  “I finally got him thinking about the consequences of his potential 

actions.  Thanks for lending me the outfit.” 

 “It suits you,” Lady Val replied, studying her ‘sister’ for a moment appraisingly.  “You should dress like 

that more often.” 

 “I’m sure Sylvan would agree with you, but it might prove too much of a distraction in Ops,” Raiajh 

remarked. 

 “As you wish.  You may keep this one, considering we both know Sylvan will like it.  Now, shall we get 

you back in uniform then?” 

 “Yes, before too many people see the two of us together like this,” Raiajh replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The night before they were scheduled to depart the station, Kale and his wife were again guests of honor at 

a gathering, this time in the private function room of the infamous Bastogne Lodge.  As Kale moved around, 

admiring the many items – some replicated, a few actually more than four hundred years old – that decorated the 

Earth World War II European Theater themed bar, glasses filled with blue liquid were passed out to everyone in 

attendance; including Raiajh, Xaran, Pearson, Harkonnen, Petersen, Torres, Quintero, Ashari Pel, Topuc, Hans and 

Val Spaak, Counselor Tobias Wyatt, and Captain McLeod of the USS Besiege and his own first officer Commander 

Taras. 

 Kale took a sip of his drink, making a face as he recognized the flavor, and moved over to Raiajh as he 

said, “And here I thought Romulan ale was illegal?” 

 “One of the benefits to being over 100 light years away from Starfleet Headquarters,” Raiajh replied as she 

clinked her glass against Kale’s.  “Have you determined what your next assignment is going to be?” 

 “Yes, I have.  I really like this station and the mission of the Fifth Fleet, so I think I want to become more 

involved.”  Raiajh’s stomach began to cramp with fear of what Kale was going to say next.  “I called in a few favors 

back at HQ.  I’m going to be the official fleet liaison with Starfleet Command Headquarters.” 

 “What does that mean?” Raiajh asked, slowly willing herself to relax. 

 “It means for the next few years I’ll be riding a desk back in San Francisco, coordinating the efforts of the 

Fifth Fleet starships and compiling the reports that go to the Admiralty and the Federation Council.  Then, a few 

years down the line, I’ll be back out here again.” 



 “Out here?  Doing what?” 

 “Replacing you as Sector Coordinator.”  When it appeared Raiajh was about to protest, Kale added, “Don’t 

worry, it’s going to wait until you and Sylvan have officially submitted your retirement papers.  And I’ve made 

assurances that no matter what, when the time comes, Cathryn will be promoted to command of Starbase 719.” 

 “You mean she’ll be in command of the base and you will be in command of the sector?” Raiajh asked for 

clarification. 

 “That’s exactly what I mean.  And, at that time, Kitty will join the crew as one of the station’s counselors.”  

He looked over to where his wife was conversing with Counselor Wyatt.  “Not necessarily the Councilor in Charge, 

unless Counselor Wyatt decides to leave the base between now and then.” 

 “Sounds like you have everything worked out?” 

 “Assuming no catastrophes between now and then, yes, it should all work out.” 

 “What made you change your mind?” Raiajh asked. 

 Kale pointed toward Spaak and his wives, who were talking at one table with Harkonnen and Pearson, with 

his mostly full glass.  “Lady Val and I had an interesting discussion the other day.  She made me see some facts that 

were obscured to me.  Or rather, by me.” 

 “Well, I’m glad things worked out in the end.  And I look forward to seeing you again in a few years to 

hand you the keys to the sector.” 

 “Me too, Val’ri,” Kale said, again looking around the Lodge before downing the remainder of his drink 

with a gulp and tilting the empty glass toward Raiajh.  “Me too.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The following morning, the base senior staff was again dressed in dress uniforms, lined up at parade-rest in 

front of the airlock leading to the USS Rabin. 

 “Thank you for your hospitality, Admiral Raiajh,” Kale said as he offered his departing salutation.  “I will 

be submitting a very favorable inspection report on your station and crew.” 

 “Thank you, Admiral Kale.  With minor exceptions, it was a pleasure hosting your inspection.  I hope you 

have an enjoyable journey back to Earth.  Please send our warm regards to Admirals Paris and Janeway when you 

see them.” 

 “I will be sure to do that.”  Kale then placed his wife’s hand into the crook of his left elbow and started 

walking into the gangway to the Rabin.  The station staff present snapped to attention as he started walking and four 

bells sounded throughout the station’s public address system. 

 “Vice Admiral, Starfleet, United Federation of Planets, departing,” announced a voice on the intercom.  A 

moment later the airlock door hissed shut and the gangway retracted.  Within minutes, the Rabin had been released 

by the mooring tractors and maneuvered around to face the spacedoors, which yawned open in front of the starship. 

 As the Rabin finally departed, Raiajh turned to her executive officer and said, “Cathryn, no more inspection 

tours while I’m commander of this station.” 

 “Aye aye, Admiral,” Pearson replied with a grin. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The next morning, the turbolift doors opened in Ops and Rear Admiral Raiajh stepped out, catching the last 

moments of a conversation between Commander Petersen and her husband, Fleet Captain Peter Koester, over 

subspace on one of the console monitors. 

 “It was fascinating,” Koester was saying.  “The inhabitants of the planet regard facial hair as a symbol of 

authority.  As a result, though they can’t grow beards, every adult male on the planet has a big bushy mustache.” 

 “Sounds awful,” Petersen remarked. 

 “Doctor Kelley had to surgically alter several of the away team that beamed down to observe the culture 

with mustaches.  It got me thinking.  Hun, how would you feel if I grew a must…” 



 “No!  Period!  End of discussion!” Petersen interrupted. 

 “But…,” Koester said, taken aback by his wife’s passionate response. 

 “What part of ‘end of discussion’ did you not understand?” Petersen asked as Raiajh chuckled to herself 

and stepped onto one of the open lifts and made her way upstairs.  There she found Pearson and Harkonnen standing 

in front of the strategic operations officer’s office door displaying a little passion of their own. 

 “Break it up, you two,” Raiajh scolded playfully.  “That’s what holosuites are for.  I’ll even loan you 

program Xaran1 if you want.” 

 “Actually, I was just waiting for you, Val,” Pearson said, saying goodbye to her husband and following 

Raiajh into her office.  They both greeted Quintero as they passed the aide’s desk, then resumed the conversation 

inside Raiajh’s inner office.  “Is it true?  Did Kalin really make sure I’m going to be the next station commander?” 

 “According to everything I have seen, barring any accidents that might either kill you, destroy the station, 

or both, than yes, you will be the next commanding officer of Starbase 719, no matter what.” 

 “Wow,” Pearson remarked, suddenly feeling the weight of responsibility press down on her shoulders.  “It 

always seemed so abstract before, like something that could happen if the stars aligned properly.  Now it seems so… 

so…” 

 “Concrete?” Raiajh offered. 

 “Exactly.  Oh, Val, you need to teach me everything you know!” 

 “You have plenty of time to learn, and you already know most of what you need to know,” Raiajh assured, 

amused by the glimpse of the old Cathryn Pearson that was still hidden deep within her protégé.  “When the time 

comes, I’m sure you’ll be ready.  But until then, you can continue to be the best first officer I ever served with.”  

 “Thanks, Val,” Pearson replied warmly before heading back out of the office to re-join her husband.  

Raiajh smiled slightly as she watched the doors swish shut behind her. 

 

The End 


